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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS ON THE INFLUENCE OF SUSPENDED
EQUIPMENT ON THE RIDE COMFORT IN RAILWAY VEHICLES

To study the impact of suspended equipment on the ride comfort in a railway
vehicle, a rigid flexible general model of such a vehicle is required. The numerical
simulations is based on two different models, derived from the general model of the
vehicle, namely a reference model of a vehicle with no equipment, and another model
with six suspended elements of equipment mounted in various positions along the
carbody. The objective of this paper arises from the observation that the literature
does not contain any study that highlights the change in the ride comfort resulting ex-
clusively due to the influence of equipment. The influence of the suspended equipment
on the ride comfort is determined by comparing the ride comfort indices calculated
in the carbody reference points, at the centre and above the two bogies, for a model
with six elements of equipment and a model of the vehicle with no equipment.

1. Introduction

One of the basic criteria taken into account in designing the high-speed railway
vehicles is the reduction in the vehicle weight, particularly of the carbody that is the
most relevant component for the total vehicle mass. A lighter weight of the vehicle
brings a significant contribution to a higher speed, lower energy consumption,
reduction in the ground vibration and construction-cost saving [1, 2].

The design aimed at carbody weight lightening implies the use of light mate-
rials and altering mechanical structures [3], which often leads to a lower carbody
structural stiffness and, therefore, a decrease of the eigenfrequencies. The lighter
the vehicle carbody, the higher its flexibility, which results in easy excitation of the
carbody structural vibrations that have a negative effect on the ride comfort. Sim-
ilarly, the structural vibration leads to carbody fatigue, which affects the dynamic
performances and decreases the service life of the vehicle [4].
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The carbody structural vibration is rather complex, with global and local mode
shapes that include carbody bending, torsion to the roof, floor, side and walls
vibration [5]. Nevertheless, the highest influence on the ride comfort originates
from the first carbody eigenmode of vertical bending – the symmetrical bending,
whose frequency can fall into the range of 6 to 12 Hz where the human body shows
a greater sensitivity to vertical vibrations.

The problem of suppression of the carbody flexible vibration in the railway
vehicles has become a priority for the academic research studies. In recent years, in
the literature one can find more articles on the possibility of reducing the carbody
vertical vibration of the high-speed electric multiple units (EMU). For the purpose
of lightweight design of the vehicle system, one needs to scale down the layout
of the doors and air conditioning installation holes, the carbody stiffness and the
modal frequency. This might deteriorate suppression of the flexible vibration of
the carbody and affect the ride comfort [6].

Many elements of functional equipment are directly suspended under the car-
body underframe, including the traction transformer, the traction converter, the
braking unit, the cooling unit, the air compressor, and the waste collection unit.
The weight of such devices can vary from several tens of kilograms to tones and
some of them, namely the cooling fan and the mechanical switch, may have their
own sources of vibrations. The design of the EMU has a significant influence on
the carbody vertical bending frequency. Depending on the suspension system, the
equipment mass and its mounting position, the first frequency corresponding to the
flexible vibration mode of the carbody – equipment coupled system can decrease
and reach the interval where the human body is more sensitive.

In general, the elements of equipment are elastically suspended, using rubber
springs, in order to prevent noise transmission and to lower the level of carbody
vibration so that the ride comfort is not significantly affected. However, the quest
for the best solution for equipment suspension is still at the centre of numerous
studies. Many of them focus on the relation between the parameters of the equip-
ment suspension, i.e., the equipment eigenfrequency and the frequency of the first
carbody vertical bending mode, in correlation with the equipment mass and its
mounting position [2, 3, 7–10]. In all cases, the results confirm that the frequency
of suspended equipment elements should be sufficiently low and the equipment
should have the largest possible mass and be mounted closest to the carbody cen-
tre, in order to obtain a significant reduction in the carbody flexible vibration. There
are also studies suggesting new methods of designing the equipment suspension
[3, 11] or new solutions for this suspension requiring the use of high-damping
elastic support [12].

According to different design concepts, there are two conventional methods
to reduce the carbody flexible vibrations: EMU – vibration isolation, and dynamic
vibration absorber (DVA) to which the active reduction of the vibrations can be
added, yet not applicable due to its high costs, difficulty to maintain and limited
space of the equipment cabin [11]. The vibration isolation system is placed between
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the equipment and the carbody underframe, where the capability of transmission of
force or the displacement between the equipment and the carbody can be reduced.
For instance, Shi et al. [13] took into account a single stage and two-stage vi-
bration isolation system, respectively, in order to study the vibration transmission
characteristics of a flexible carbody and its suspended equipment. The carbody
elastically suspended equipment can be looked at as a DVA, whose help counts in
the control of the amplitude of the carbody flexible vibrations. The DVA theory
was implemented by Huang et al. [2], Ye et al. [6] and Shi et al. [14], to atten-
uate the flexible vibration of the carbody for EMU. Based on DVA theory, Shi
et al. [13, 15] calculated the optimal frequencies of the various suspended pieces
of equipment. Sun et al. [11] suggest methods for the underframe equipment of a
high-speed railway vehicle based on the DVA theory and vibration isolation theory,
respectively.

To study the influence of the suspended equipment on the carbody flexible
vibrations and on the ride comfort, a rigid-flexible coupled model is often used.
It consists of the carbody modelled via an Euler–Bernoulli beam, a single sus-
pended equipment element mounted at the carbody centre and rigid bodies for
two bogies and four wheelsets, in which only the vertical vibration modes (i.e.,
bounce, pitch and flexible bending modes) influencing the vertical ride comfort are
taken into account [2, 8, 14, 16]. A more complex representation of the carbody
would use 3D rigid-flexible coupled models built in compliance with the multibody
system (MBS) theory and the finite element method (FEM) [3, 6, 7, 14, 17]. In
reality, there are more suspended equipment elements mounted under the EMU
underframe, as shown above. There are a few studies that consider all these equip-
ment elements and use 3D rigid-flexible coupled models in line with the MBS
theory and the finite element method (FEM). For instance, Sun et al. [3] built
a 3D model with FE software HYPERMESH, in which an electro-pneumatic
brake unit, charger, inverter, and battery system were included. Shi et al. [14, 18]
set up a 3D rigid-flexible coupled vehicle system dynamics model for a passen-
ger coach of EMU by ANSYS and SIMPACK where six elements of equipment
were mounted on the underframe, namely the traction transformer, the traction
converter, the braking unit, the power inverter, the waste discharge unit, and the
effluent tank.

However, as mentioned above, the literature does not include any studies
highlighting the change of the ride comfort exclusively due to the influence of
equipment. This observation is the starting point for the paper herein.

The paper brings into attention the impact of the equipment itself on the ride
comfort in order to better understand the vibration behaviour of such vehicles,
and to help in this way the designers to improve the ride comfort of a high-speed
vehicle. The paper aims at conducting a numerical analysis of the impact that the
suspended equipment has on the ride comfort evaluated by the ride comfort index
calculated in three reference points of the carbody – at the centre and above the two
bogies. To this end, a general coupled rigid – flexible model is considered, which
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includes a body with distributed parameters for the carbody, six rigid bodies for the
bogies and wheelsets and more rigid bodies for the suspended equipment elements.
To perform the numerical simulations, two models are derived from the vehicle’s
general model, namely a reference model of a vehicle with no equipment and a
model considering six equipment elements installed in different positions along
the carbody. The optimum rigidity and damping of the equipment suspension and,
respectively, the optimum frequency, are calculated based on the DVA theory. In
this study we intend to analyse the change in the ride comfort exclusively due to the
suspended equipment; this is possible via a comparison between the results coming
from the model with six elements of equipment with the results of the model with
no equipment.

2. The general model of the vehicle

To study the influence that the suspended equipment exert on the ride comfort,
a four-axle and two-stage suspension vehicle is considered, travelling at a constant
velocity V on a track, deemed as perfectly rigid, with vertical irregularities. The
irregularities of the track are described with respect to each axle via the functions
η j , with j = 1, . . . , 4.

The vehicle is represented by a rigid-flexible coupled model (Fig. 1), used on
a regular basis for such studies, thanks to the fact that it provides a good agreement
between the numerical simulations and the field tests [2].

Fig. 1. Wing tip force vs. tip twist comparison

The model consists of a body with distributed parameters for the carbody and
several rigid bodies for the bogies, axles and the suspended equipment. Both two
stages of the suspension and the suspension system of the equipment are modelled
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via Kelvin–Voigt type systems. The parameters for the vehicle model are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1.
Model parameters of the vehicle

Symbol Definition Symbol Definition

mc Carbody mass 2cc Secondary suspension damping (per bogie)

mb Bogie suspended mass 2kc Secondary suspension stiffness (per bogie)

me1...n Equipment mass 2cb Primary suspension damping (per axle)

Jc Carbody inertia moment 2kb Primary suspension stiffness (per axle)

Jb Bogie inertia moment 2ce1...n Suspension damping in pieces of equipment

Lc Carbody length 2ke1...n Suspension stiffness in pieces of equipment

2ac Carbody wheelbase 2ab Bogie wheelbase

The carbody is represented by a free-free equivalent beam, with constant
section and uniformly distributed mass, of Euler–Bernoulli type. The beam param-
eters are defined in terms of the carbody elements, such as: Lc – beam length;
ρc = mc/Lc – beam mass per length unit, where mc is the carbody mass; µ –
structural damping coefficient; EI – bending modulus, where E is the longitudinal
modulus of elasticity, and I is the area moment of inertia of the beam transversal
section.

The carbody rigid vibration modes – bounce zc and pitch θc, and the first
carbody bending eigenmode in a vertical plan will be taken into account.

The general form of the carbody equation of motion is

EI
∂4wc (x, t)

∂x4 + µI
∂5wc (x, t)
∂x4∂t

+ ρc
∂2wc (x, t)

∂t2

=

2∑
i=1

Fciδ(x − li) +
n∑

k=1
Fekδ(x − lek ) (1)

where δ(.) is Dirac delta function, distances li (for i = 1, 2) fix the supporting
points position of the carbody on the secondary suspension, while the distances lek
(for k = 1 ... n) fix the supporting points position of the equipment elements on the
vehicle carbody; Fci stands for the forces derived from the secondary suspension
corresponding to bogie i, whereas Fek represents the forces coming from the
suspension of the equipment elements (Fig. 2)

Fci = −2cc

(
∂wc (li, t)

∂t
− żbi

)
− 2kc (wc (li, t) − zbi), (2)

Fek = −2cek

[
∂wc (lek, t)

∂t
− że

]
− 2kek [wc (lek, t) − zek] . (3)
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Fig. 2. Forces acting upon the carbody

The carbody vertical movement wc (x, t) origins from the superposition of the
two rigid vibration modes – bounce and pitch, with the first bending mode

wc (x, t) = zc (t) +
(
x −

Lc

2

)
θc (t) + Xc (x)Tc (t), (4)

where Tc (t) is the time coordinate of the first bending eigenmode in a vertical plan
and Xc (x) stands for its eigenfunction

Xc (x) = sin βx + sinh βx −
sin βLc − sinh βLc

cos βLc − cosh βLc
(cos βx + cosh βx) (5)

with
β =

4
√
ω2
c ρc/(EI) (6)

and
cos βLc cosh βLc − 1 = 0, (7)

where ωc is the natural angular frequency of the carbody bending.
When applying the modal analysis method and considering the orthogonality

property of the eigenfunction in the carbody vertical bending, the equation of mo-
tion (1) turns into three two-order differential equations with ordinary derivatives,
describing the movements of bounce, pitch and bending in the carbody:

mc z̈c =
2∑
i=1

Fci +

n∑
k=1

Fek , (8)

Jc θ̈c =
2∑
i=1

Fci

(
li −

Lc

2

)
+

n∑
k=1

Fek

(
lek −

Lc

2

)
, (9)

mmcT̈c + cmcṪc + kmcT2 =

2∑
i=1

FciXc (li) +
n∑

k=1
FekXc (lek ), (10)
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where kmc, cmc and mmc are stiffness, damping and the carbody modal mass given
in the below equations

kmc = EI

L∫
0

(
d2Xc

dx2

)2

dx, cmc = µI

L∫
0

(
d2Xc

dx2

)2

dx, mmc = ρc

L∫
0

X2
c dx. (11)

For each bogie, a single mode of vibration is considered, namely the bounce
zbi, with i = 1, 2. The pitch movement of the bogie is neglected since it is not
transmitted to the vehicle carbody in this model.

The equations for the bounce movements of the bogies are:

mb z̈b1 =

2∑
j=1

Fbj − Fc1 , (12)

mb z̈b2 =

4∑
j=3

Fbj − Fc2 , (13)

where Fbj stands for the forces coming from the primary suspension that correspond
to axle j, as below

Fb1,2 = −2cb
(
żb1 − η̇1,2

)
− 2kb (zb1 − η1,2), for j = 1, 2, (14)

Fb3,4 = −2cb
(
żb2 − η̇3,4

)
− 2kb (zb2 − η3,4), for j = 3, 4. (15)

The suspended equipment elements make bounce movements that are de-
scribed by the following equations:

mek z̈ek = −
n∑

k=1
Fek . (16)

The system comprising the equations (8)–(10), (12), (13) and (16) can be
written as matrices of the form

Mp̈ + Cṗ +K p = Pη̇ + Rη, (17)

where M, C and K are the inertia, damping and stiffness matrices, and P, R are the
track displacement and velocity input matrices. The motions of each body can be
solved numerically using compiled MATLAB codes.

3. Numerical analysis

This section is concerned with the results of the numerical study regarding the
influence that the suspended equipment has on the ride comfort, evaluated by the
comfort index. Two distinct models of the vehicle derived from the general model
in the previous section are applied – a reference model with no equipment and
another model considering six elements of equipment – hereinafter called “model
with no equipment” and, respectively “model with equipment”.
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3.1. The parameters of the numerical model

The reference parameters of the numerical model are listed in Table 2, as
determined for a motor vehicle of EMU exploited in high-speed railway transport
of China [14]. The frequency of the vertical bending of the carbody with no
equipment is fvb = 12.1 Hz, while the frequencies of the carbody bounce and
pitch are fbc = 1.25 Hz and fpc = 1.5 Hz, respectively. The frequency of the
bogie bounce is fbb = 8.36 Hz.

Table 2.
Parameters of the numerical model

mc = 26000 kg 2kc = 1.2 MN/m
mb = 2050 kg 2cc = 29.97 kNs/m
Jc = 1600 · 103 kgm2 4kb = 4.4 MN/m
Jb = 830 kg m2 4cb = 41.78 kNs/m
EI = 4.2554 · 109 Nm2 mmc = 26936 kg
Lc = 24.2 m kmc = 155.69 MN/m
2ac = 17.375 m; 2ab = 2.5 m cmc = 61.437 kNm/s

Six elements of equipment are suspended under the carbody underframe,
mounted at different distances from the carbody end. The heaviest one weighs
3960 kg and the lightest 145 kg (see Table 3).

Table 3.
Mass and mounting position for the equipment

Equipment element
Equipment mass Mounting position Mass ratio

mek [kg] lek [m] uk = mek/mc

Traction transformer 3960 12.8 0.1523
Traction converter 1675 7.2 0.0644
Braking unit 400 9.9 0.0153
Power inverter 540 15.3 0.0207
Waste discharge unit 145 23.2 0.0055
Effluent tank 720 0.75 0.0277

While considering that each of the six equipment elements acts like a DVA,
the optimal stiffness and damping in the equipment suspension can be expressed
as a function of the optimal tuning ratio (τek, opt) and optimal damping (ζek, opt),
based on the relations [2], for k = 1 ... 4,

τek, opt =
1

1 + ukX2
c (lek )

, (18)

ζek, opt =

√
3ukX2

c (lek )
8 + 8ukX2

c (lek )
. (19)
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Consequently, the optimal stiffness and damping in the equipment suspension
can be expressed as below:

2kek, opt = mek (2π fvbτek, opt)2 , (20)

2cek, opt = ζek, opt

(
2
√

2kek, optmek

)
. (21)

Similarly, the optimal frequency of the equipment can be calculated, according
to the relation

fek, opt = fvbτek, opt . (22)

The results from the above equations are included in Table 4. We can notice
that the optimal damping has a value that is too high for the rubber elements
normally used for the suspension systems of the equipment, where the damping
ratio should not exceed 0.075. Otherwise, they will easily warm up, hence they will
age and creep quickly [2]. Further in this the study we will apply a reference value
of ζek = ζe = 0.025.

Table 4.
Optimal stiffness and damping of the suspension system for the equipment

Equipment mass Optimal tuning ratio Optimal damping Optimal frequency
mek [kg] τek, opt ζek, opt fek, opt [Hz]

me1 = 145 0.985 0.0747 11.92

me2 = 540 0.982 0.0813 11.88

me3 = 3960 0.814 0.2636 9.85

me4 = 400 0.982 0.0820 11.88

me5 = 1675 0.980 0.0828 11.87

me6 = 720 0.922 0.1705 11.16

3.2. Ride comfort index

To evaluate the ride comfort, the influence of track irregularities is considered
as a stationary stochastic process, which can be described via the power spectral
density as in equation [19]

S(Ω) =
AΩ2

c

(Ω2 +Ω2
r )(Ω2 +Ω2

c)
, (23)

where Ω is the wavelength, Ωc = 0.8246 rad/m, Ωr = 0.0206 rad/m, and A
is a coefficient depending on the track quality. For a high level quality track,
A = 4.032 · 10−7 radm, whereas for a low level quality the coefficient A is
1.080 · 10−6 radm.
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As a function of the angular frequency ω = VΩ, the power spectral density of
the track irregularities can be written as in the general relation

G(ω) =
S(ω/V )

V
. (24)

The equations (23) and (24) will give the power spectral density of the track
vertical irregularities in the below form

G(ω) =
AΩ2

cV 3[
ω2 + (VΩc)2] [

ω2 + (VΩr )2] . (25)

To calculate the power spectral density of the carbody vertical acceleration,
the following relationship applies

Gac (x, ω) = G(ω) ���Hac (x, ω)���
2
, (26)

where Hac (x, ω) represents the response function of the carbody acceleration at a
random point x on the carbody longitudinal axis,

Hac (x, ω) = ω2
[
Hzc (ω) +

(
Lc

2
− x

)
Hθc (ω) + Xc (x)HTc (ω)

]
, (27)

where Hzc (ω), Hθc (ω), HTc (ω) are the response functions corresponding to the
rigid vibration modes – bounce and pitch (zc and θc) and to the carbody vertical
bending (Tc).

To calculate the response function, the track vertical irregularities against each
axle are considered to be of a harmonic shape, with the wavelengthΛ and amplitude
η0 and are de-phased against the axles corresponding to the distances between them,
2ac and 2ab. Hence, the functions η j describing the track irregularities against the
four axles are in the form of

η1,2(t) = η0 cosω
(
t +

ac ± ab

V

)
, η3,4(t) = η0 cosω

(
t −

ac ∓ ab

V

)
. (28)

where ω = 2πV/Λ represents the track excitation-induced pulsation.
When customizing the relation (27), we obtain the power spectral density of

the acceleration at the carbody centre and above the two bogies as

Gacm(ω) = G(ω) ���Hacm(ω)���
2
, (29)

Gacbi (ω) = G(ω) ���Hacbi (ω)���
2
. (30)

To evaluate the comfort in the vertical direction, the partial comfort index is
used, which is calculated with relation [20]

NMV = 6aWab

95 , (31)
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where a is the root mean square of the vertical carbody acceleration, 95 refers to
the quantile of order 95%, and Wab = WaWb represents the weight filter of the
vertical acceleration [20, 21].

The root mean square of the vertical acceleration in a random point x of the
carbody is calculated by using the carbody dynamic response, expressed as the
acceleration power spectral density, in the equation below

a =

√√√√√ 1
π

∞∫
0

Gac (x, ω) dω. (32)

Similarly, the root mean square of the acceleration at the carbody centre or
above the bogies can be calculated using the relations

am =

√√√√√ 1
π

∞∫
0

Gcam(ω) dω, (33)

ab1,2 =

√√√√√ 1
π

∞∫
0

Gacb1,2(ω) dω . (34)

The filter Wa is a passband filter with the transfer function (Fig. 3a)

Ha (s) =
s2 (2π f2)2

[
s2 +

2π f1
Q1

s + (2π f1)2
] [

s2 +
2π f2
Q1

s + (2π f2)2
] , (35)

with f1 = 0.4 Hz, f2 = 100 Hz and Q1 = 0.71 and s = iω (with i2 = −1) [21].

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. The transfer functions of the weighting filters: (a) filter Wa; (b) filter Wb
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The weighting filter Wb takes into account the high human sensitivity to the
vertical vibrations and has the transfer function in the form of (Fig. 3b)

Hb (s) =
(s + 2π f3) ·

[
s2 +

2π f5
Q3

s + (2π f5)2
]

2πK f 2
4 f 2

6
[
s2 +

2π f4
Q2

s + (2π f4)2
] [

s2 +
2π f6
Q4

s + (2π f6)2
]

f3 f 2
5

, (36)

where f3 = 16 Hz, f4 = 16 Hz, f5 = 2.5 Hz, f6 = 4 Hz, Q2 = 0.63, Q4 = 0.8,
K = 0.4 and s = iω (with i2 = −1) [21].

When we accept the hypothesis that the vertical accelerations have a Gaussian
distribution with zero mean value, the partial comfort index can be derived from

NMV (x) = 6Φ−1(0.95)

√√√√√ 1
π

∞∫
0

Gac (x, ω) |Hab(ω) |2 dω, (37)

whereΦ−1(0.95) represents the quantile of the standard Gaussian distribution with
the probability of 95%, and the transfer function Hab (ω) = Ha (ω)Hb (ω) (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The transfer functions of the Wab filter

To calculate the comfort index at the carbody centre (NMVm) and above the two
bogies (NMVb1,2), the particular relations (29) and (30) of the acceleration power
spectral density are considered.

3.3. Numerical simulations results

In this section, based on the numerical simulation results, we analyse the
influence of the equipment on the ride comfort, in correlation with velocity and
different values of the bending frequency fvb ranging from 7 to 13 Hz. To this end,
the ride comfort index will be calculated at the carbody centre and above the two
bogies, based on the model with equipment and the results will be then compared
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to the ones derived from the model with no equipment. This will give a real image
of the contribution that the equipment elements bring in the change of the ride
comfort.

The diagrams in Fig. 5 show the ride comfort index at the carbody centre.
A first general observation is that the comfort index increases along with the
velocity, irrespective of the applied model, but this increase is not uniform, due to
the geometric filtering effect. The geometric filtering effect is an essential feature
of the behaviour of vertical vibrations in the railway vehicles, extensively analysed
in many papers [22–27]. This effect is mainly due to the manner in which the
track excitations are conveyed to the suspended masses via the axles, irrespective
of the suspension characteristics. In essence, the geometric filtering effect is the
result of the displacement between the vertical movements in the axles that appear
as the car runs on a track with irregularities; the value of displacement can be
derived from the axle position in the assembly of the running gear and the vehicle
velocity. Due to this fact, geometric filtering has a selective nature, depending on
the vehicle wheelbases and velocity and on a differentiated efficiency, along the
vehicle carbody and the movement behaviour, respectively.

Fig. 5. The comfort index at carbody centre

One can notice the differences between the comfort index for themodel without
equipment and the same index for the model with equipment, which stand for an
improvement in the ride comfort, thanks to the presence of equipment elements.
This betterment varies within a large range, depending on the carbody bending
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frequency fvb and on the velocity. This improvement is shown in Fig. 6 as the
percentage increase/decrease in the ride comfort at the carbody centre.An important
increase in the ride comfort, which can reach up to 50–60%, is visible at high
velocities, under the condition that the carbody bending frequency is lower than
10 Hz. For instance, the ride comfort is improved by 65% for fvb = 8 Hz, at
a speed of 255 km/h, thanks to the influence of equipment. While the carbody
bending frequency rises ( fvb = 12 Hz or fvb = 13 Hz), significant improvement
in the ride comfort, reaching up to 20–30%, can be seen at velocities smaller than
150 km/h. For fvb = 12 Hz, at a speed of 80 km/h, owing to the presence of
equipment, the ride comfort improves by 31%. At high velocities, the improvement
in the ride comfort does not exceed 10%.

Fig. 6. The influence of the equipment on the ride comfort at the carbody centre

The diagrams in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 depict the comfort index above the two
bogies. Due to different behaviour of vibrations above the two bogies, there are
differences between the comfort index above the front bogie and that above the rear
bogie.

Nevertheless, a general trend is noticeable consisting in the increase in comfort
index with the velocity. The raise is not continuous due to the geometric filtering
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Fig. 7. The comfort index above the front bogie

Fig. 8. The comfort index above the rear bogie

effect that has a lower efficiency here than at the carbody centre. The filtering due
to the distance between bogies, occurring at the carbody centre, does not apply in
this case.
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Unlike to the case of the carbody centre, where the ride comfort is improved
thanks to the influence of equipment, there are large intervals of speed above
the bogies where the comfort worsens. These intervals depend on the carbody
bending frequency fvb. The increase and the decrease of the ride comfort above
the bogies, caused by the elements of equipment, is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
Considering the comfort index above the front bogie (Fig. 9), we can see that the
most important growth of the ride comfort exceeding 20% is achieved at velocities
higher than 250 km/h, for fvb = 8 Hz or fvb = 9 Hz. Practically, the largest
increment (24%) occurs for fvb = 9 Hz, at 250 km/h. When fvb goes higher, the
improvement in the ride comfort becomes smaller, under 10%. The decrease in the
ride comfort is generally kept under 20% for fvb = 8 Hz or fvb = 9 Hz. At higher
bending frequencies, the ride comfort will go down by more than 20%, reaching
approximately 26% at 250 km/h for fvb = 11 Hz.

Fig. 9. The influence of the equipment on the ride comfort above the front bogie

There is also a significant enhancement in the ride comfort above the rear
bogie (Fig. 10), for fvb < 11 Hz. For example, an increase by approx. 23% in
the ride comfort can be noticed, for fvb = 9 Hz, at the speed of 300 km/h. For a
higher fvb, the growth in the ride comfort remains under 10%. The decrease in the
ride comfort occurs in reduced intervals of speed, irrespective of the value of the
carbody bending frequency, and is generally below 5%.
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Fig. 10. The influence of the equipment on the ride comfort above the rear bogie

It is now interesting to see to what extent the ride comfort can be improved
above the bogies by raising the value of ζe for the speed intervals where the comfort
getsworse due to the presence of equipment. To this purpose, the diagrams in Fig. 11
can be used, as they show the comfort index above the two bogies for fvb = 11 Hz,
with ζe that takes the values of 0.025, 0.05 and 0.075.

Fig. 11. The influence of the damping degree of the equipment suspension on the ride comfort
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The increase in the damping ratio of the equipment results in the ride comfort
improvement in all the cases above, for the entire speed interval. However, the most
visible reduction in the comfort index is obviously noticed at high speeds. As an
example, the comfort index decreases by 15% above the front bogie at the speed of
260 km/h and by 7% above the rear bogie, when ζe rises from 0.025 to 0.075.

4. Conclusions

This paper investigates the influence that the suspended equipment elements
have on the ride comfort, based on the results from numerical simulations. The
vehicle is represented by a rigid-flexible coupled model, out of which two dis-
tinct models are derived – the “model with no equipment” and the “model with
equipment”. Three reference points in the carbody are defined, such as at its centre
and above the two bogies, where the ride comfort indices for the two models are
calculated.

To analyse the influence of the equipment on the ride comfort, in correlation
with velocity and the bending frequency of the carbody with no equipment, the
ride comfort index was calculated in the carbody reference points, based on the
models with six equipment elements, and the results were compared to the ones
in the model with no equipment. In this way, an image of the change in the ride
comfort, exclusively due to the influence of equipment, was obtained.

A generally valid observation is based on the fact that the ride comfort index
rises with the speed, but this growth is not uniform, due to the geometric filtering
effect. In terms of the influence of the equipment on the ride comfort, a separate
discussion is needed for each of the carbody reference points. At the carbody centre,
the results confirm an improvement in the ride comfort, but a substantial enhance-
ment of up to 50–60% occurs at high speeds for carbody bending frequencies under
10 Hz. Above the bogies, this improvement (due to the presence of equipment) does
not go beyond 25% at high speeds, provided that the carbody bending frequency is
lower than 10 Hz. Additionally, there appear large speed intervals where the ride
comfort gets worse because of the influence of equipment. The decline in the ride
comfort generally remains under 20% if the carbody bending frequency is smaller
than 10 Hz, but it can reach approx. 26% when carbody bending frequency is
higher.

Manuscript received by Editorial Board, May 19, 2018;
final version, September 10, 2018.
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